YOUR MARKET STAKES
OUR COMMITMENT

Operating in France, Germany, Tunisia and Poland, our dedicated experts team manage customer projects in a collaborative way from R&D centers to manufacturing plants to ensure efficiency, quality, cost and timing objectives.

Providing a full range of services from design to manufacturing, we accompany our customers during the life cycle of their products. We have the right solutions to every customer needs: DfX, prototyping, redesign, obsolescence management, customized offer.

Member of the LACROIX Group, we are an healthy and independent medium-sized industrial business on a mission to deliver superior quality and support customers growth ambition on the long run.

With our engineers team and our strong partners network, we promote a spirit of innovation and support our customers to have a head start in a constantly changing and complex industry.

Our highly skilled team and state-of-the-art design and manufacturing capabilities enable us to deliver end-to-end solutions at a competitive cost. We are the right partner to develop Connected Technologies for Smarter Industries.
OUR BUSINESS SECTORS

- AUTOMOTIVE
- HEALTHCARE
- HOME AND BUILDING AUTOMATION
- INDUSTRIAL
- CIVIL AVIONICS & DEFENSE

OUR TURNKEY SOLUTIONS

MANUFACTURING & TESTING SERVICES
- Electronic boards assembly
- Coating & potting
- Box build

ADVANCED PRODUCT INDUSTRIALIZATION
- PCB Layout
- Prototyping
- DfX

PRODUCT LIFE CYCLE EXTENSION
- Obsolescence management
- Productivity & securing plan
- Redesign

CONTRACT DESIGN FOR MANUFACTURING
From design specifications to manufacturing following product life cycle

www.lacroix-electronics.com
OUR SMART INDUSTRY VISION FOR OUR CUSTOMERS

In a World more connected than ever, market requirements are pushing our customers to look for innovative solutions to open up new business possibilities.

Our ambition is to help them bring Innovation to life. By joining forces in making full use of our design and manufacturing capabilities, and by connecting customers to our complementary and integrated skills we have the ability to respond to all coming challenges: automation and digitization while being respectful of the environment.

The path towards the Smart industry is the next frontier and it has started at LACROIX Electronics. Forging our strategy around problem resolution in real time, we are building at high speed for our customers a connected and collaborative way of working.

With our skilled and dedicated employees, our design, technology and industrial offers, with our network of partners, we will develop with our customers a world of smarter industries.

www.lacroix-electronics.com
YOUR PROJECT, OUR CUSTOMIZED SOLUTIONS

ELECTRONICS DATA INTERFACE
A digital and automated customer/supplier relationship for more reactivity

MANUFACTURING EXECUTION SYSTEM
Real time planning and monitoring of production

CUSTOMER RELATIONSHIP MANAGEMENT
360° vision of the market, capturing customers and prospects needs, to align our service offer

COLLABORATIVE

CUSTOMERS

CONNECTED
PROJECT MANAGEMENT
Adherence to your quality, cost and delivery objectives

ENTERPRISE SOCIAL NETWORK
Sharing our ideas and knowledge, boosting our innovation by promoting collaboration amongst employees

ENTERPRISE RESOURCE PLANNING
Responsive manufacturing to gain flexibility, delivery and reliability

PROJECT MANAGEMENT
Adherence to your quality, cost and delivery objectives

ENTERPRISE SOCIAL NETWORK
Sharing our ideas and knowledge, boosting our innovation by promoting collaboration amongst employees

ENTERPRISE RESOURCE PLANNING
Responsive manufacturing to gain flexibility, delivery and reliability

SMART INDUSTRY
SUPPLIERS

AUTOMATION
From SMT lines to cobots, automated processes to optimize cost and improve quality

QUALITY MANAGEMENT
Quality is our lifeline! Common processes applied in all our plants

ENVIRONMENTAL FRIENDLY
Design and manufacture your products in an eco and nature friendly way

QUALITY MANAGEMENT

SUPPLIERS

AUTOMATION

ENVIRONMENTAL FRIENDLY
